Consensus reaching processes play a key role in the resolution of many group decision making problems, in which it is desirable to obtain a highly acceptable solution to all individuals involved in the problem. However, not much interest has been put on defining appropriate metrics to evaluate in further detail the consensus solution, regarding experts' preferred ordering or ranking of alternatives. This contribution presents a metric based on Kemeny distance, that evaluates the consensus solution in terms of degree of satisfaction. Furthermore, based on this metric we aim at determining the extent to which applying a consensus reaching process improves the satisfaction with the solution.
Introduction
Decision making is a frequent daily activity in human lives, in which there exist several alternatives and we must decide which one/s should be chosen. In a Group Decision Making (GDM) problem, a group of experts with different interests attempt to make a common decision together [1, 2] .
Classically, GDM problems have been solved by conducting an alternatives selection process only [3] , in which the best alternative/s are chosen, often ranking alternatives from the best to the worst one. Nevertheless, some experts may not be satisfied with the solution made, hence they might disagree with it. Consensus Reaching Processes (CRPs) were introduced as an additional phase for the resolution of GDM problems, in order to overcome this drawback. In a CRP, experts iteratively revise and modify their initial preferences bringing them closer to each other, until reaching a high agreement level [4] . Consensus has become a major research topic in the field of GDM. A proof of this is the variety of consensus models proposed to support groups with CRPs in diverse GDM scenarios [5] .
Despite the progress made in this topic of research, currently there are no appropriate tools to evaluate in further detail the result of applying a CRP in terms of the experts' satisfaction with the solution achieved for the GDM problem. From a psychology point of view, one of the main factors that affect an individual's satisfaction is the perceived autonomy, in terms of his/her sense of selfelection and self-regard [6, 7] . So, the closer the final GDM problem solution is to expert's initial opinion, the greater the feeling of autonomy, and therefore the more satisfied he/she will be with such a solution. Hence, it would be desirable to define a measure that reflects the level of experts' satisfaction with such a solution, with a focus on the most and least preferred alternatives by experts. Such a measure would allow not only to distinguish the degree of individual and collective satisfaction with the solution, but also to enable comparisons between the performance of different CRPs scenarios for the resolution of the same problem.
This contribution presents a distance-based metric to evaluate the solution for a GDM problem under consensus, regarding the level of expert and group satisfaction with such a solution. This work also shows how this metric can be utilized to determine the degree to with the CRP has improved the solution made, compared with the solution that would have been reached without applying a CRP. The metric proposed uses the Kemeny distance measure between individual and collective orderings of alternatives [8] , therefore this work has particular interest in GDM problems in which the goal is obtaining a ranking of alternatives, instead of just choosing the best one.
This contribution is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some preliminary concepts on GDM, CRPs and the Kemeny distance between orderings of alternatives. The distance-based metric to evaluate the consensus solution for GDM problems and its potential uses, are presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows an example of application of the metric, and finally some concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.
Preliminaries
In this section, some basic concepts on GDM problems, CRPs and the Kemeny distance measure on orderings of alternatives, are briefly revised. 
Group Decision Making
GDM problems imply the participation of multiple experts, with different knowledge and interests, in a decision problem for which they have to find a common solution [1] . A GDM problem is formally composed by the following elements [2] : (i) A group E = {e 1 , . . . , e m } of m decision makers or experts. (ii) A set X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } of n alternatives or possible solutions to the problem.
Each expert e i ∈ E expresses his/her opinions over alternatives in X by means of a preference structure. A commonly utilized preference structure in many GDM approaches is the fuzzy preference relation [9, 10] . A fuzzy preference relation associated to e i , denoted by P i = (p lk i ) n×n , can be represented for X finite as follows:
• p lk i = 0.5 means e i 's indifference between x l and x k .
Elements p ll i in the diagonal of the matrix are not elicited, hence they are denoted by "−".
Fuzzy preference relations can fulfill different properties [11] , such as reciprocity, i.e. if p
In order to deal with preferences under some degree of rationality and simplify the construction of fuzzy preference relations by experts, in this work we assume that experts must only provide n − 1 assessments in the form p l(l+1) i l = 1, . . . , n − 1. Thus, a consistent reciprocal fuzzy preference relation P i can be constructed upon these n − 1 expert assessments, based on the method presented in [12] .
The solution for a GDM problem can be obtained by applying either a direct approach or an indirect approach. In the former, the solution is directly obtained from experts' preferences, without constructing a social opinion first, whereas in the latter a social opinion or collective preference P c is previously computed and used to find the solution for the problem [3] . Regardless of the approach tackled, the classical alternative selection process for solving a GDM problem consists of two phases [13] A well-known selection criterion for fuzzy preference relations is the non-dominance criterion [10] , which computes for each alternative 
Alternatives are ranked from the best to the worst one based on
. From this ranking of alternatives, it can be obtained a preference ordering O = {o(1), . . . , o(n)}, given by a permutation function o(·) over the index set {1, . . . , n}. such that o(l) = k means that x l is the k-ith best alternative.
Consensus Reaching Processes
Applying an alternatives selection process solely to solve a GDM problem, does not guarantee that there exists an agreement between experts before making the decision, since some experts might think that their opinions have not been heard sufficiently [14] . In order to overcome this drawback, CRPs were introduced as an additional phase in the resolution of GDM problems [4] .
The concept of consensus has been subject of different interpretations in the literature, ranging from consensus as total agreement or unanimity, which is often difficult to achieve in practice, to more flexible interpretations. The notion of "soft consensus" based on fuzzy majority, proposed by Kacprzyk in [1] , is one of the most accepted flexible notions of consensus, according to which there exist consensus in a group when "most of the important individuals agree as to (their testimonies concerning) almost all of the relevant options".
The CRP is an iterative and dynamic discussion process, in which experts modify their initial preferences bringing them closer to each other, with the aim of reaching a high level of collective agreement after several rounds [4] . This process is usually coordinated by a human figure called moderator, who is responsible for supervising and guiding the experts involved in the process. Figure 2 depicts a general CRP scheme followed by many approaches in the literature [5] . Its main phases are described below:
Figure 2: General CRP scheme
Gathering preferences:
Each expert e i provides his/her preferences over alternatives to the moderator, e.g. by means of a fuzzy preference relation.
Determine degree of consensus:
The current degree of consensus in the group is computed. To do this, different consensus measures can be utilized [5] , based on measuring similarities/distances between preferences and the use of aggregation operators.
Consensus Control:
The consensus degree is compared with a consensus threshold fixed a priori, which indicates the minimum level of agreement required. If the consensus degree exceeds such a threshold, then the group proceeds to the alternatives selection process to achieve a solution for the GDM problem; otherwise, it is necessary another discussion round. In order to limit the number of discussion rounds allowed, a parameter M axround ∈ N can be introduced. 4. Feedback Generation: A collective preference, P c , is computed by aggregating the individual preferences of all experts. Based on P c , the farthest experts' assessments from consensus are identified, in order to advise them to modify such assessments with the aim of increasing the consensus degree in the following round.
Kemeny Distance between Preference Orderings
The proposal presented in this work computes distances between preference orderings over X, therefore it is necessary to choose a function that computes such distances. Here, we focus on the Kemeny distance measure [8] , which computes the distance between two preference orderings 
otherwise.
This function returns 1 if the two orderings show opposite preferences between x l and x k , it returns 0.5 if one (and only one) of the two orderings shows indifference between both alternatives, and returns 0 otherwise (i.e. when both orderings reflect the same type of preference between x l and x k ). Based on o ij , the Kemeny distance between two preference orderings, denoted by K(O i , O j ), can be computed as follows [15] :
with
]. K satisfies the following general properties of distance functions K :
], we consider normalizing it to take a value in the unit interval:
A Distance-based Metric to Evaluate the Consensus Solution for GDM Problems
This section introduces a novel metric based on Kemeny distance to assess the solution obtained for a GDM problem involving a CRP. The main goal of the metric proposed here, is to define a more descriptive means to evaluate the goodness of a GDM problem solution than the final consensus degree achieved, which has often been used to measure how good such a solution is. This proposal considers the goodness or satisfaction degree of a problem solution in terms of its closeness to individual preferences of experts, P i . The consensus solution for the problem is given by the ranking of alternatives obtained from P c after reaching consensus.
Thus, the metric proposed aims at:
(1) Evaluating the degree of experts' satisfaction with the final solution made at an individual and collective level, based on their individual ranking of preferred alternatives at the end of a CRP. (2) Determining the degree to which the CRP applied has improved the solution obtained, with respect to having applied a selection process only [3] . To do this, we propose comparing the degree of satisfaction with the solution that would be obtained before and after conducting the CRP. (3) Providing a means to compare the solutions achieved by using different consensus models for the same problem, or a single consensus model under different settings of its parameters (see Section 4). Thus, it is possible to discern which solution is better even in the cases that all of them present a similar consensus degree.
Remark 1
Although the term "metric" is usually regarded as a synonymous of distance [16] , in the scope of this proposal metric is understood as "a standard of measurement".
Remark 2 Without loss of generality, this work focuses on the use of fuzzy preference relations, but the underlying ideas in our proposal are extendable to other types of preferences from which a ranking of alternatives can be obtained.
Consider a CRP in which consensus has been achieved after T ∈ N rounds. Hereinafter, let us denote an expert e i 's final preferences at the end of a CRP as P The following metric is defined at both individual and group level, based on the difference between experts' modified preferences at the end of the CRP and the consensus solution achieved for the GDM problem. This quality metric indicates how close experts' preferences are to the consensus solution made, based on their corresponding orderings of alternatives.
Definition 1 Let K(O
In the two definitions above, the higher Q i and Q, the more satisfied the expert or the group would be with the solution, respectively, since the higher the similarity between their preferred rankings of alternatives and O T i . The choice of the aggregation function φ to combine individual satisfaction values Q i into an overall satisfaction Q, may depend on the attitude we want to reflect in such an aggregation [17] . For example, the OWA (Ordered Weighted Averaging) operator [18] could be used to give more importance to higher or lower individual satisfaction degrees in the aggregation process. 
Example 1 Consider a GDM problem consisting of four alternatives (n = 4), in which four experts are involved (m = 4). Each expert e i expresses his/her preferences over alternatives by means of a reciprocal consistent fuzzy preference relation P i . A CRP is carried out with a consensus threshold µ = 0.85, and consensus is achieved at the sixth round, i.e. T = 6.
After applying a selection process on the final collective preference P {3, 2, 1, 4} x3 x2 x1 x4 0.33  e2 {4, 2, 3, 1} x4 x2 x3 x1 0.67  e3 {4, 3, 2, 1} x4 x3 x2 x1 0.83  e4 {3, 2, 4, 1} x4 x2 x1 x3 0.5
Assuming the use of a OWA operator with weights W = {0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.2} [18] , the group satisfaction degree, Q, is computed as follows:
We have defined a Kemeny-distance metric for determining individual (subjective) and group (objective) satisfaction with a consensus solution for a GDM problem. In the following, we also aim at determining the degree to which such a solution is better than the solution that would have been obtained in the case of not having conducted a CRP. This "non-consensus" solution can be derived from the initial collective preference P 1 c (which is computed by aggregating the initial experts' preferences P 1 i ). Thus, by calculating the difference between the value of Q (resp. Q i ) at the beginning and end of the CRP, it is possible to determine the variation in the individual/group satisfaction degree, respectively, i.e. the degree to which the GDM problem solution has improved as a result of the CRP.
Definition 3 Let Q 1
i be computed as follows:
Similarly, let Q 1 be computed as:
being φ the same aggregation function used to compute Q (see Eq. (4)). The individual or subjective degree of improvement in the consensus solution for e i , is then obtained as follows:
and the group or objective degree of improvement in such a solution is computed as: 
Illustrative Example
In order to analyze the usefulness and performance of the metric proposed in Section 3, in this section we present two examples based on the simulation of CRPs for the resolution of GDM problems. For this purpose, we have defined a GDM problem characterized by a group of eight experts, E = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 , e 6 , e 7 , e 8 }, and a set of six alternatives, X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 }, under which the CRPs take place.
At the beginning of the CRP, the ranking of al-
x 6 , and the initial consensus degree, denoted by CD ∈ [0, 1], has a value of 0.59. Initial experts' preference orderings are summarized in Table 3 , together with the values of Q 1 i (individual satisfaction with the non-consensus solution) for each expert.
Taking Q 1 i values from Table 3 , and using the arithmetic mean as the aggregation operator φ, the initial group satisfaction degree Q 1 , is computed as 0.53. This value will be later used to calculate the group degree of improvement in the consensus solution ∆(Q).
The same consensus model is used in both simulations, which differ from each other in the patterns of behavior adopted by experts regarding the 
Simulation 1
In the first simulation, we assume a scenario in which the experts are highly receptive to the recommendations received from the moderator, such that consensus should be reached after a small number of rounds. The Simulation 1 ends after eight rounds, reaching a consensus degree of 0.95.
The group preference ordering O T c , Consensus Degree at round T, CD T , and the resulting group metric value Q T and ∆(Q) T for each round, are shown in Table 4 . Notice here that, for the sake of enabling a more detailed analysis over the course of the CRP, we also compute the values Q T and ∆(Q)
T that would have been obtained if the CRP had ended at earlier rounds. The analysis of Table 4 shows the fact that the value of Q T decreases slightly in the first round (-0.02) from its initial value (0.53), and then it increments its value steadily in each of the rounds up to a maximum value of 0.74 in the final round, which results in ∆(Q) T = 0.21. The results shown above are graphically depicted in Figure 4 , which represents the values of CD T , Q T and ∆(Q) T for each of the rounds. 
Simulation 2
In the second simulation, we assume a different scenario in which the experts are mostly reluctant to accept the recommendations. In this case, the number of rounds required to reach the set consensus threshold µ = 0.95, is greater. Consensus is achieved after fifteen rounds with a consensus degree of 0.96. Table 5 shows the values obtained in the CRP for each of the fifteen rounds carried out. In view of the data of Table 5 , it is reflected that the value of Q T remains stable until the fifth round. After that, the value of Q T starts to increase reaching its maximum value at the eleventh round with a value of Q T = 0.81 and ∆(Q) T = 0.28 (see Figure 5) . Once Q T reaches its maximum value, then it remains stable until the end of the CRP, only slightly decreasing its value at the 14-ith round in 0.01. 
Analysis of results
Results of the example simulations show that Q and, consequently ∆(Q), tends to increase in value during the CRP. This reflects not only that the CRP contributes to achieve a greater degree of consensus amongst experts, but also that the result is more satisfactory to them after conducting the process.
Regarding the group satisfaction degrees Q observed for the different rounds in both example simulations, Q T , they described an increase in value more pronounced in the intermediate rounds of the process, showing on the other hand a more stable trend in the initial and final rounds.
It should be pointed out that in both cases, Q T value begins to increase when the CRP have reached similar consensus degrees (0.80 in Simulation 1 and 0.81 in Simulation 2) and although in Simulation 1 the value of Q T keeps increasing until the end of the process, the maximum value achieved in this simulation, 0.74, is exceeded in Simulation 2 with a value of 0.81.
Considering the differences in experts' behavior in the simulations performed we can see how, if the experts' behavior is more cooperative to reach consensus (Simulation 1), Q T almost follows a linear function, whereas if experts' behaviour is less favorable to reach consensus (Simulation 2), the value of Q T becomes more difficult to estimate.
Concluding Remarks
Given the inherent difficulty in Group Decision Making problems that all experts reach an agreement on the solution made, it is necessary to apply a consensus reaching process as an additional step for the resolution of such problems, aimed at finding the best solution according to the preferences of all the experts. Despite the extensive research in this area, we find that the definition of appropriate metrics to evaluate in depth the goodness or experts satisfaction with the solution obtained has not been sufficiently addressed. In this contribution, we have presented a novel Kemeny distance-based metric to evaluate, based on the expert and group satisfaction, the solution for a GDM problem under consensus. Furthermore, we have performed an initial experimental study to analyze the behavior of this metric in different scenarios and showed the results of such a study in an illustrative example. This work is at an initial stage of development, hence there are multiple future directions for work that we have considered, such as: (i) studying the behavior of the proposed metric in different consensus models, (ii) taking into consideration the cost invested by experts in modifying their initial opinions for the computation of their degree of satisfaction with the consensus solution, or (iii) using weighted distance-based metrics which regard the positions of alternatives in the ranking, amongst others.
